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PZTRONICS VLA-2 VERTICAL ARRAY SPEAKER 
New Line Array Speakers from PZtronics Fill Mid-size Churches/Clubs with Even Sound and Surprising Clarity! 

 
PZtronics has released their new VLA-2 vertical line array. Weighing only 20 pounds, these 1,000-watt RMS columns have 
outstanding resistance to feedback, so they are great on the road or in permanent installations such as auditoriums, churches, and 
clubs. Long projection provides more consistent listening levels to all parts of the room while delivering high speech intelligibility and 
natural sounding music in even the most acoustically demanding spaces. 
 
LOCKPORT, NY -- PZtronics is making waves with their new VLA-2 line array speaker. The VLA-2 addresses the problems that 
other line arrays have had by increasing power handling and improving bass response, providing listeners with higher quality sound. 
At 1,000 watts, useable frequency is 60Hz – 20 kHz and output is 100 dBs at 100 feet. One pair of PZtronics VLA-2 will fill a 
medium-size church or club with 1,000+ person capacity, and they may be stacked for larger venues or for rooms with a balcony. 
 
The VLA-2 utilizes a custom 3" high power, full range, neodymium driver. This driver has some really incredible capabilities 
including an X-mechanical of almost 1/2 an inch. Each cabinet holds twenty of these drivers. The cabinet of the VLA-2 is constructed 
of aircraft grade aluminum and high-density durable plastic and can hold up to the rigors of touring. The VLA-2 is six feet tall and 4.3 
inches wide. It has a standard speaker pole mount that allows you to stack multiple arrays over 12 feet tall on a tripod stand. Dual 
Speakon NL-4 connectors allow for in/thru wiring configurations. This type of vertical line array provides wide horizontal and narrow 
vertical pattern control, eliminating ceiling reflections, and therefore improving the acoustical quality of the room. 
 
Professional singer Cheryl Salvi (of Precious Seed) says: “We recently purchased a set of VLA-2 speakers from PZtronics. Since our 
music group consists of all females, we chose these speakers above all the others mainly because of their weight, size, and portability. 
The real bonus was the remarkable improvement in our sound quality. We are more than satisfied with their performance and would 
highly recommend them to any musician regardless of their genre of music. Mike at PZtronics was a pleasure to work with, very 
helpful, and delivered the speakers within three days of my order - Great company, great service, great product!” 
 
 
 
About PZtronics 
PZtronics was started in 2000 as a custom electronics development company. In 2004 PZtronics concentrated its efforts on custom 
sound reinforcement and studio electronics. PZtronics vertical line array (VLA-1) speakers were custom made for church sanctuaries. 
In 2007 PZtronics started mass production of their VLA-2 speakers. PZtronics also does sound system rental, production, and mobile 
recording locally in Western New York. PZtronics has provided innovative audio solutions for many churches and professional 
musicians. For more information, visit www.pztronics.com. 
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